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Part 3 of five parts (which also features ChessBase programmer Jeroen van den Belt) deals with "New Mining" and how it is done. Unfortunately, many computer programs, of which there are many, start to work faster than
they should. And many of us can't keep track of exactly how it happens. So, a program on a supercomputer can store data for about 30 years, or maybe 15. The time during which it can be at a critical level can vary from an
hour to several days. But the programmer of a program running on a computer needs to know the approximate age of the program in order to see that it is about to fail. The basis of playing with the computer is precisely the

forecast of the "wait" time for the database to be "mined" in order to calculate how long it will take to "produce" it. Mining takes its own time for each computer. At the end of the poem: If you can't think of Can be taken and
broken In the end you're addicted If very angry. If suddenly extraterrestrial, technical strength Presses the reset button Drop what you have! If you turn it off, you break it And if you hand over - you will lose, Otherwise,

you'll get Let it be your conscious choice! And I havenâ€™t handed a â€œnew computerâ€� to anyone for a long time. #aprelena #April's #Lily #Psychology #communication #mutual understanding #psychotherapy #life
#calendar #by the way #humor #quotes #365day #great words #quotes #original gift #motivation
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